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We disuss partile prodution in the high-energy, small-x limit of QCD where the gluon density
of hadrons is expeted to beome nonperturbatively large. Strong modiations of the phase-spae
distribution of produed partiles as ompared to leading-twist models are predited whih reet in
the properties of osmi ray indued air showers in the atmosphere. Assuming hadroni primaries,
our results suggest a light omposition near GZK uto energies. We also show that osmi ray data
disriminate among various QCD evolution senarios for the rate of inrease of the gluon density at
small x, suh as xed-oupling and running-oupling BFKL evolution. There are lear indiations for
a slower growth of the gluon density as ompared to RHIC and HERA, due e.g. to running-oupling
eets.
PACS numbers: 13.85.-t,13.85.Tp,96.40.Pq
Today, the osmi ray energy spetrum has been measured up to energies near the GZK uto, E ≈ 1011 GeV [1, 2℄.
These energies by far exeed those reahed by terrestrial aelerators. Thus, air showers indued in our atmosphere
present a unique opportunity to probe high-energy QCD at very small light-one momentum frations x, i.e. in the
regime of nonperturbatively large gluon densities. The physis of gluon saturation is therefore expeted to play a
signiant role for the properties of extensive air showers, and thus for the determination of the nature of the highest
energy osmi rays. We refer to refs. [3, 4℄ for disussions regarding the relevane of high energy QCD interations
for air showers and omposition analysis.
The high-energy limit of hadron sattering from a nuleus an be adressed from two omplementary views. In the
frame where the nuleus is at rest the partons up to the blak-body resolution sale pt(s) interat with the target
with (nearly) the geometri ross setion of 2πR2A. Hene, in this limit the projetile wave funtion is resolved at
a virtuality of ∼ p2t whih is muh larger than any soft sale suh as ΛQCD. In this frame, the proess of leading
hadron prodution orresponds to releasing the resolved partons from the projetile wave funtion. The partons then
fragment with large transverse momenta ∼ pt and essentially independently sine their oherene was ompletely lost
in the propagation through the blak body. In the ase of γ∗A sattering one is able to make nearly model independent
preditions for the leading hadron spetrum [5℄ whih dier drastially from the DGLAP leading-twist limit.
On the other hand, one ould disuss the high density limit in the innite momentum frame. Indeed, the wave
funtion of a fast hadron (or nuleus) exhibits a large number of gluons at small x. The density of gluons is expeted to
saturate when it beomes of order 1/αs [6℄. The density of gluons per unit of transverse area at saturation is denoted
by Q2s, the so-alled saturation momentum. This provides an intrinsi momentum sale [7℄ whih grows with atomi
number (for nulei) and with rapidity, due to ontinued gluon radiation as phase spae grows. For suiently high
energies and/or large nulei, Qs an beome muh larger than ΛQCD and so weak oupling methods are appliable.
Nevertheless, the well-known leading-twist pQCD an not be used preisely beause of the fat that the density of
gluons is large; rather, sattering amplitudes have to be resummed to all orders in the density. When probed at a sale
below Qs, ross setions approah their geometrial limit over a large range of impat parameters, while far above Qs
one deals with the dilute regime where they an be approximated by the known leading-twist pQCD expressions.
The target nuleus, when seen from the projetile fragmentation region, is haraterized by a large saturation
momentum. Its preise value an not be omputed from rst priniples at present but model studies of deep inelasti
sattering (DIS) at HERA suggest
Q2s(x) ≃ Q20 (x0/x)λ (1)
with x0 a referene point and an interept λ ≈ 0.3 [8℄. The initial ondition at x0 aounts for the growth of Qs with
the number of valene quarks; for example, near the rest frame of the nuleus one might x Q20 ∝ A1/3 logA, with a
proportionality onstant of order ΛQCD [7℄. [We remark that for realisti nulei Qs does of ourse also depend on the
impat parameter, whih we don't spell out expliitly.℄
The above saling relation an be obtained from the xed oupling BFKL evolution equation for the sattering
amplitude of a small dipole. The BFKL equation is a linear QCD evolution equation whih an not be applied in
the high-density regime. Nevertheless, one an evolve the wave funtion of the target in rapidity y = log 1/x and
ask when the dipole sattering amplitude beomes of order one, whih leads to Q2s(y) = Q
2
s(y0) exp cα¯sy [9℄, with
α¯s = αsNc/π and c ≈ 4.84 a onstant. Hene, LO xed-oupling BFKL evolution predits λ′ = cα¯s of order one, a
few times larger than the t (1) to HERA phenomenology. A NLO BFKL analysis orrets this disrepany and leads
2to λ′ muh loser to the phenomenologial value [10℄. A similar observation is made in [11℄ where both log(1/x) and
logQ eets were onsidered. The approah from the leading-twist regime to the blak-body limit (BBL) has also
been studied using the DGLAP evolution equation in ref. [12℄.
On the other hand one ould also onsider BFKL evolution with ad-ho one-loop running of the oupling [9, 13℄:
α¯s(Q
2
s) = b0/ log(Q
2
s(x)/Λ
2
QCD), whih leads to
Q2s(y) = Λ
2
QCD exp
√
2b0c(y + y0) , (2)
with 2b0cy0 = log
2(Q20/Λ
2
QCD). Insisting that (1) be valid at least in the y → 0 limit again provides us with a
phenomenologial value for the onstant c in terms of the saturation momentum at y = 0. The form (2) leads to a
notably slower growth of Qs at high energy. Speially, for entral proton-nitrogen ollisions at RHIC, LHC and
GZK-uto energies (total rapidity y = 10.7, 17.3 and 26.0) the saturation momentum of the nuleus in the rest frame
of the projetile hadron is Qs = 1.4, 4.5, 19.2 GeV for xed oupling evolution, while for running oupling evolution it
is Qs = 1.1, 2.4, 5.9 GeV, respetively. Clearly, osmi ray interations in our atmosphere oer a realisti opportunity
for observing this eet.
The dominant proess for fast partile prodution (xF >∼ 0.1) is sattering of quarks from the inident dilute
projetile on the dense target. At high energies (i.e. in the eikonal approximation where p+ is onserved), the
transverse momentum distribution of quarks is given by the orrelation funtion of two Wilson lines V running along
the light one at transverse separation rt (in the amplitude and its omplex onjugate),
σqA =
∫
d2qtdq
+
(2π)2
δ(q+ − p+)
〈
1
Nc
tr
∣∣∣∣
∫
d2zt e
i~qt·~zt [V (zt)− 1]
∣∣∣∣
2
〉
. (3)
Here, the onvention is that the inident hadron has positive rapidity, i.e. the large omponent of its light-one
momentum is P+, and that of the inoming quark is p+ = xP+ (q+ for the outgoing quark). The two-point funtion
has to be evaluated in the bakground eld of the target nuleus. A relatively simple losed expression an be
obtained [14℄ in the MLerran-Venugopalan model of the small-x gluon distribution of the dense target [7℄. In that
model, the small-x gluons are desribed as a stohasti lassial non-abelian Yang-Mills eld whih is averaged over
with a Gaussian distribution. The qA ross setion is then given by [14℄
q+
dσqA→qX
dq+d2qtd2b
=
q+
P+
δ
(
p+ − q+
P+
)
C(qt)
C(qt) =
∫
d2rt
(2π)2
ei~qt·~rt
{
exp
[
−2Q2s
∫
Λ
d2lt
(2π)2
1
l4t
(
1− exp(i~lt · ~rt)
)]
− 2 exp
[
−Q2s
∫
Λ
d2lt
(2π)2
1
l4t
]
+ 1
}
.(4)
This expression is valid to leading order in αs (tree level), but to all orders in Qs sine it resums any number of
satterings of the quark in the strong eld of the nuleus. The saturation momentum Qs, as introdued in eq. (4), is
related to χ, the total olor harge density squared (per unit area) from the nuleus integrated up to the rapidity y
of the probe (i.e. the projetile quark), by Q2s = 4π
2α2s χ (N
2
c − 1)/Nc. In the low-density limit, χ is related to the
ordinary leading-twist gluon distribution funtion of the nuleus, see for example [15℄.
The integrals over pt in eq. (4) are ut o in the infrared by some uto Λ, whih we assume is of order ΛQCD.
At large transverse momentum, the rst exponential in (4) an be expanded order by order to generate the usual
power series in 1/q2t [16, 17℄, with the leading term orresponding to the perturbative one-gluon t-hannel exhange
ontribution to qg → qg sattering. On the other hand, for Qs ∼ qt ≫ Λ one obtains in the leading logarithmi
approximation [17℄
C(qt) ≃
1
Q2s log Qs/Λ
exp
(
− πq
2
t
Q2s log Qs/Λ
)
. (5)
This approximation reprodues the behavior of the full expression (4) about qt ∼ Qs, and hene the transverse
momentum integrated ross setion reasonably well. It is useful when the uto Λ ≪ Qs, that is, when olor
neutrality is enfored on distane sales of order 1/Λ ≫ 1/Qs. If, however, olor neutrality in the target nuleus
ours over distanes of order 1/Qs [18℄ then Λ ∼ Qs and one would have to go beyond the leading-logarithmi
approximation; work along those lines is in progress.
Consider the probability of inelasti sattering (i.e. with olor exhange) to small transverse momentum. This is
given by expression (4,5), integrated from qt = 0 to qt = Λ:
Λ∫
0
d2qt C(qt) ≃
πΛ2
Q2s log Qs/Λ
+ · · · . (6)
3Here, we have written only the leading term in Λ2/Q2s, negleting subleading power-orretions and exponentially
suppressed ontributions. Hene, soft forward inelasti sattering is power-suppressed in the blak-body limit. This
steepens the longitudinal distribution dN/dxF of leading partiles sine partons with large relative momenta fragment
independently [5, 19℄.
We now turn to gluon bremsstrahlung whih dominates partile prodution at xF <∼ 0.1. Gluon radiation with
transverse momentum qt ∼ Qs in high-energy hadron-nuleus ollisions has been disussed in detail in [20, 21℄; here
we employ the latter ansatz for the fusion of gluon ladders:
E
dσ
d3q
= 4π
Nc
N2c − 1
1
q2t
q2
t∫
dk2t αs(k
2
t )φh(x1, k
2
t )φA(x2, (qt − kt)2) , (7)
where φ(x,Q2) denotes the unintegrated gluon distribution funtion of the projetile hadron or target nuleus, re-
spetively. It is related to the gluon density by
x g(x,Q2) =
Q2∫
dk2t φ(x, k
2
t ) . (8)
The small-x gluon density has been investigated reently within RG-improved QCD evolution equations by Ciafaloni
et al. [11℄. It predits the onset of nonlinear (saturation) eets at transverse momenta similar to our values for Qs(x).
Their gluon densities an be inorporated into phenomenologial appliations in the future.
For pratial reasons, we presently employ the simpler Kharzeev-Levin ansatz for the infrared-nite gluon densities
x g(x,Q2) ∝ 1
αs
min(Q2, Q2s(x)) (1− x)4 , (9)
with αs evaluated at max(Q
2
s, Q
2). In our approah, the absolute normalization is determined by energy onservation.
The number of produed gluons behaves as dN/dq2t ∼ 1/q4t at large transverse momentum but attens to ∼ 1/q2t at
qt < max(Q
A
s (x), Q
h
s (x)) and nally approahes a onstant in the qt → 0 limit. Despite the rather qualitative nature
of this ansatz, the main feature is that saturation eets provide an intrinsi semi-hard sale Qs for partoni proesses,
thus eliminating the infrared divergenes of leading-twist perturbation theory and, at the same time, the need for
mathing to some purely phenomenologial models for low-qt partile prodution. In fat, the eets disussed here
do not depend on details of our approah but follow generially from the fat that the average transverse momentum
(∼ Qs) gets large as the BBL at high energy is approahed.
For the appliation to osmi-ray indued airshowers we have developed a Monte-Carlo algorithm whih generates
omplete parton ongurations as desribed above. The partons are then onneted by strings. This aounts for the
absorption of almost ollinear gluons on the string, while independent fragmentation is reprodued when relative
transverse momenta of partons are large. The fragmentation is performed via the Lund sheme as implemented in
PYTHIA [22℄. This model is linked to a standard pQCD event generator ommonly used in air-shower omputations
(Sibyll v2.1 [23℄) whih handles low-energy and peripheral ollisions where the saturation momentum of the nuleus
is not suiently large. Finally, the hadron-nuleus ollision models are embedded into the asade equations whih
solve for the longitudinal prole of the airshower [24℄. Details of our Monte-Carlo implementation will be published
elsewhere.
Fluoresene detetors measure the number of harged partiles (mostly e±) at a given atmospheri depth X whih
is given by the integral of the atmospheri density along the shower axis, X =
∫
ds ρ(s). The position of the maximum
denes Xmax whih inreases monotonially with the energy of the primary. Note that for nulei the primary energy
is shared by all of its nuleons and so Xmax also depends on the mass number: at xed E, heavier primaries lead to
smaller penetration depth Xmax.
In Figure 1 we ompare the preditions of the leading-twist pQCD model Sibyll for proton and iron indued showers
to the saturation model (BBL, for proton primaries only) with running and xed oupling BFKL evolution of Qs,
respetively, and to preliminary Hires stereo data [1℄. In the saturation limit, showers do not penetrate as deeply
into the atmosphere. This is due to the break-up of the projetile's oherene [19℄ together with the suppression of
forward parton sattering (for entral ollisions). The omparison to the data suggests a light omposition at those
energies.
Also, ontrary to present aelerator experiments, a lear dierene between running-oupling and xed-oupling
BFKL evolution of the saturation momentum is apparent in this observable. The disrepany between those evolution
senarios at the highest energies is strongly amplied by subsequent hadroni ollisions in the osmi ray asade sine
it determines the fration of events that our lose to the blak-body limit (averaged over all impat parameters).
Thus, assuming hadroni primaries, the extremely rapid growth of Qs obtained for xed oupling evolution is at
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Figure 1: Xmax as a funtion of primary energy.
variane with the Hires data, as it would require hadrons lighter than protons. This is due to a too strong suppression
of leading hadron prodution over a large range of impat parameters at high energies. At lower energies, of ourse,
the two evolution senarios predit similar saturation sales and so an not be distinguished as reliably by present
ollider experiments.
Finally, we remark that our results for running-oupling evolution oinide with those of another popular hadroni
model, QGSJET [25℄. Due to the absene of an ad-ho qt uto for pQCD interations in QGSJET, that model
needs to assume a rather at gluon density ∼ 1/√x at small x in order not to overestimate multipliities at ollider
energies [4℄. In our approah, on the other hand, the inrease of the multipliity and of the typial transverse momenta
with energy is ontrolled by the saturation mehanism and the orresponding evolution of the gluon density.
In onlusion, we have shown that at energies near the GZK uto QCD evolution senarios dier drastially in
their preditions for the sale Qs where gluon densities beome nonperturbatively large (the BBL). Assuming hadroni
primaries, properties of indued air showers suggest a moderately rapid growth of the gluon density with dereasing
x (over a wide range of x), orresponding to a more slowly inreasing blak-body sale Qs with log(1/x). At least
qualitatively, this agrees with a number of reent studies using extensions of DGLAP, resummations of log x and logQ
eets, and running-oupling BFKL evolution [10, 11, 12, 13℄.
Fixed-oupling BFKL evolution, whih is able to t DIS at HERA [8℄ and deuteron-gold multipliities at RHIC [21℄,
predits extremely large values for Qs at GZK energies. From our analysis we onlude that its appliability is limited
to muh lower energies. We stress that measurements of hadron spetra in pA ollisions at the LHC over a broad
region of phase spae (in partiular, in the forward region) ould majorly advane our knowledge of high-density QCD
and, in turn, help us understand the nature, omposition and perhaps the origin of the highest-energy osmi rays.
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